ACRYLIC fabrics

Fabric colours may vary based on unique monitor settings
* denotes fabric not suitable for umbrella applications
TOSS CUSHION ONLY fabrics

Fabric colours may vary based on unique monitor settings

Alvarez Onyx  Sardinia Charcoal  Calm Graphite (dark)  Calm Graphite (light)  Lengthen Stone

Conte Linen  Continuous Sterling  Improve Smoke  Mainstreet Dove  Twinelines Midnight

Cullen Indigo  Grid Onyx  Midori Indigo  Criss Cross Stitches  Encounter Admiral

Green Palm Leaf  Infused Gem  Glee Indigo
SLING fabrics

Fabric colours may vary based on unique monitor settings

Batyline ISO Black  Logan Graphite  Augustine Pewter  Sailing Seagull  Augustine Oyster

Augustine Pearl  Batyline ISO White  Porcelain  Caribbean  Augustine Denim

Sisal Aluminium  Cane Wicker Plata  Waffle Wicker Seaweed  Terrace Sienna  Cane Wicker Clarity Sea Fog
Metal finishes

Finish colours may vary based on unique monitor settings

* denotes finish not suitable for cast aluminum

Slate Black

Gunmetal*

Silverado

Pewter*

Textured Taupe

Designer White*